Dynamic wireless sensor networks (DWSN) 
Introduction
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is an interconnection of tiny, low-cost, low-powered and multi-functional sensor nodes [1] . They are widely used in many applications such as combat field surveillance, environmental surveillance, and disaster surveillance etc. Energy of sensor nodes is limited because they are usually powered by lightweight batteries. Therefore, energy resource is always a severe bottleneck of WSN [1] , and how to balance energy consumption among sensor nodes to prolong network lifetime is the key issue of research for WSN.
In traditional WSN, both sensor nodes and sinks are fixed once they are deployed. Many protocols and routings, such as LEACH and directional diffusion routing, etc. are deployed based on traditional static WSN. These protocols prolong network lifetime in deferent levels. However, it is very difficult to deploy a new routing protocol to prolong network lifetime further because of the limit that both sensor nodes and sinks are fixed. Furthermore, some practical applications of WSN are dynamic. Therefore, dynamic wireless sensor networks (DWSN) gradually becomes a new hot issue of research for WSN.
Classification Standards
Many achievements have been achieved in SWSN, and many schemes and routings have been deployed. To summarize these achievements and discover their differences and relations, we classify them by the following standards: (1) number of sinks, (2) mobile entities, (3) whether routing is hierarchy, (4) hops from sensor nodes to sink, (5) data gathering scheme. A scheme or protocol may belong to different classes because classification is different.
(1) By number of sinks, DWSN can be divided into two classes. The first class is DWSN with single sink [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] and [6] . The second class is DWSN with multiple sinks [7] , i.e. there are two or more sinks in networks. DWSN with single sink have strong reliability, however, DWSN with multiple sinks have weak reliability but large coverage.
(2) By mobile entities, DWSN can be divided into three classes. The first class is DWSN with mobile data gathering nodes [2] , i.e. special data gathering nodes which transfer data between sensor nodes and sinks are deployed. The second class is DWSN with mobile relay nodes [3] , i.e. special relay nodes which move between sensor nodes and sinks to relay data are deployed. The third class is DWSN with mobile sinks [4] , [5] , [6] and [7] , i.e. sinks move in network area to gather data but sensor nodes are fixed. In DWSN with mobile data gathering node, routing is simple but latency is long. In DWSN with mobile relay nodes, the problem of bottleneck sensor nodes is solved but routing is complex. Many kinds of DWSN with mobile sinks have been deployed, which is the emphases and trend of DWSN research.
(3) By whether routing is hierarchy, DWSN can be divided into DWSN with flat architecture [4] , [5] , [6] and [7] and DWSN with hierarchy architecture [2] and [3] . In DWSN with flat architecture, all sensor nodes are equality and play the same role, hierarchy architecture doesn't exist in it and routing is simple. In DWSN with hierarchy architecture, one of data gathering nodes, relay nodes, buffer nodes are deployed. Additionally, DWSN with hierarchy architecture has strong expansibility.
(4) By hops from sensor nodes to sink, DWSN can be divided into two classes, i.e. DWSN with single hop [7] and DWSN with multiple hops [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] and [6] . In DWSN with single hop, sensor nodes communicate with the sink when the distance between them is close and both of them are in the communicating coverage of the opponent. In DWSN with multiple hops, there are multiple hops between sensor nodes and the sink for transmitting data. In DWSN with single hop, distance and hops are reduced to save energy, however, latency is long and dependability is weak. In DWSN with multiple hops, number of hops may be large, however, latency is short and dependability is strong.
(5) By data gathering scheme, DWSN can be divided into three classes, i.e. DWSN with query driven data gathering [5] , DWSN with event driven data gathering [2] , and DWSN with both query driven data gathering and event driven data gathering [3] , [4] , [6] and [7] . The first class of DWSN only supports query driven data gathering. The second class of DWSN only supports event driven data gathering. The third class of DWSN supports both query driven data gathering and event driven data gathering. In DWSN with query driven data gathering, size of sensor nodes' memory engrossed is small but latency is long. In DWSN with event driven data gathering, data can be transmitted to sinks in time but the size of node memory engrossed is large. DWSN with both query driven data gathering and event driven data gathering supports both query driven data gathering and event driven data gathering, and has strong adaptability.
Main Schemes and Routing
Many kinds of schemes and routing have been deployed in DWSN. In this section, we have selected important and representative ones from them to introduce.
(1) Data Mules [2] , this is deployed by Shah etc. The basic idea of Data Mules is that data gathering nodes which move randomly are deployed in network area. Data gathering nodes gather and buffer data from sensor nodes when the distance between them is small, and unload data buffered when a data gathering node is close to Access Points. The network has three-tier architecture. The bottom tier is static sensor nodes. The middle tier is mobile agents with data gathering nodes, such as people, animals and vehicles. The top tier is WAN connect devices. When distance between mobile agents and sensor nodes is small, mobile agents collect and buffer data from sensor nodes and carry them to access points to unload. Energy of sensor nodes are saved and network lifetime is prolonged because distance between fixed sensor nodes and mobile agent is small when data is being transmitted.
Routing of this scheme has strong stabilization. Data is always transferred as the routing of "sensor nodesmoving agentAccess Points", and overhead of computing and communicating for building routing is zero.
However, this scheme only supports event driven data gathering, and latency is too long because mobile agents moves randomly instead moves planned. It is only applicable to applications which do not require much for latency. (2) Using mobile relays [3] , this is deployed by Wang etc. Mobile relays, whose communication radius is the same as that of common sensor nodes, and battery can be recharged thereby without energy limitation, are deployed in networks. The network models of this scheme is that sink is at the centre of a circle area, and sensor nodes are divided into several subsets according to their hops to the sink, actually a subset is a concentric circles, and subsets are marked as P 1 ,P 2 ,…,P R .
A conclusion is made by analysis and computation: mobile relay should stay in the area where is in two hops from the sinks in order to maximize network lifetime when there is only a mobile relay. And ARA (Aggregation Routing Algorithm) is designed: a polar coordinate system is made with the centre of the circle, the coordinate of sink is (rm,θ), rm remains unchanged and θ increases with △ θ when sink moves. After sink moves a round, rm increases with △ r but won't exceed double communication radius. After the sink moves to a new position, it will select a new node as aggregation node marked as n α , and broadcast its new position to all sensor nodes in network. Nodes in P1 send data to sink directly. Nodes outside P1 send data to line OM (where O is the position of sink and M is the position of mobile relay) firstly, then send data to aggregation node n α along OM, finally send data to sink along the routing n α mobile relaysink. ARA requires all nodes in networks know position of mobile relay, which bring large overhead. So ARALN (Aggregation Routing Algorithm with Limited Nodes), which requires only part of nodes know position of mobile relay, is further designed. Nodes outside P S needn't know position of mobile relay and send data to P S along the shortest path. There are some aggregation layers in P S . In each aggregation layer, data are sent changing an certain angle relative to sink until they are send to line OM, then they are send to sink along OM. Nodes in PS send data according ARA, as shown in fig.2 . This scheme is applicable to networks which has large scale and high density of nodes. Routing will change when position of sinks change. Certain overhead of communication and large overhead of computation will be spent to build a new routing. 
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(3) Using mobile sinks [4] , this is deployed by Wang etc. In this scheme, the problem of sink mobility is transformed to a problem of linear programming. Model of networks is that many sensor nodes are deployed symmetrically in a square or a rectangle area, and sink moves in network area. Loads of all sensor nodes are calculated when the sink stays at a node. The time how long the sink should stay at each sensor node are calculated with the method of linear programming in order to maximize network lifetime. Experiments show that network lifetime is 500% of networks with static sinks.
Routing is fluctuant because the sink moves in network area. The sink must broadcast its new position to all sensor nodes in networks after it change its position. Sensor nodes must calculate new routing after they know new position of the sink. Therefore, there is overhead of communication and computation for building routing. Latency is short because network scale is not large and data is directly sent to sink according to shortest path. [5] , this is deployed by Luo, etc. Network model of this scheme assumes that many sensor nodes distributes randomly in a circular area. Three conclusion below are made after analyzing and computation: ① If the sink is static, then the centre of the circle is an optimal position to energy efficient; ②For each non-symmetrical strategy there exist a corresponding symmetrical strategy whose load is not larger than that of former; ③ The optimal symmetrical is the one whose trajectory is the circle. Joint mobility and routing is deployed based on the three conclusions above. Joint mobility and routing partitions the network area into two parts: inside the concentric circle and outside the concentric circle. The sink moves on the concentric circle. Sensor nodes inside the concentric circle transfer data to sink according to the shortest path; and sensor nodes outside the concentric circle transfer data clockwise or anticlockwise until data is sent to the line from the centre of a circle to the sink, then data is sent to the sink along the line. This scheme only supports event-driven data gathering because the sink is mobile.
Routing is dynamic because of sink's mobility. Sink must broadcast its new position after each time it changes its position; sensor nodes compute their new routing according to new position of the sink. Therefore, there exist overhead of communication and computation for building routing. Overhead of computation of sensor nodes inside the concentric circle is especially large because they transfer data to sink along a line. [6] , this is deployed by Shi and Liao base on joint mobility and routing. Its models are similar with those of joint mobility and routing. Its basic idea is that an annular region is set as a buffer zone in network area, data is firstly transmitted to the buffer zone along the shortest path, sink moves in the buffer zone and collect data in it moving. This scheme synthetically considers load balance and energy consumption for data transmit, i.e. both network lifetime and energy consumption on nodes are considered by it. A conclusion that buffer zone should be set near 7.1~7.5 to achieve both ideal state of network lifetime and energy consumption when radius of network is 10 is made after analysis and computation. This scheme supports event-driven and query-driven data gathering because buffer zone is set.
Routing of this scheme is stable and won't change once they are built because buffer zone is set and nodes transmit data to buffer zone all along and nodes in buffer zone transmit data to sink all along. Overhead of communication and computation is small compared with the schemes in which routing is built many times such as mobile relay, mobile sink because routing is built only once in this scheme. There exist latency and it is applicable to applications which do not ask for much on latency. This is because after data is transmitted to a certain node in buffer zone, it only can be transmitted to the sink only when the sink passes by the node. [7] , this is put forward by Cheng etc. Multiple mobile sink sparse wireless sensor network (M 2 S 2 N) architecture structure is deployed based on [10] and [11] . Like the network architectures in [10] and [11] , mobile terminals are mobile sinks in WSN, sensor nodes are sparsely deployed in environment, data is transmitted directly from sensor node to sink, energy consumption for multiple hops routing is saved thereby lifetimes of sensor nodes are prolonged. Sink is mobile, and sensor nodes which collect and buffer data are static. Sensor nodes can sense number and moving status of sinks in communication radius and choose a best sink to transmit data. Sensor nodes will be in sleepy status if they don't find mobile sinks in communication radius or mobile sinks found are not suitable to transmit data. For example, sensor nodes are sparsely deployed in the middle of roads and sinks are deployed on vehicles.
In this scheme, routing is dynamic because data is colleted by multiple mobile sinks. Data is transmitted to a certain sink in communication radius and overhead for building routing doesn't exist. Latency for data transmitting exists and reliability is not guaranteed. This scheme is only applicable for applications which do not ask for much on latency and reliability. 
Comparison of Schemes and Routing
It is hard to compare these schemes and routings as well as point out which one is better because their network model and application scenarios are different. They are assorted compared according to classification standards as shown in Table 1 .
Features of these schemes and routing further, such as network scale, density of nodes, whether routing stable, overhead of computation and communication for building routing, latency etc are analyzed in Table 2 . 
Conclusion
Limitation of energy of nodes is the most important feature of WSN. DWSN is deployed based on static WSN in order to prolong network lifetime and satisfy practical applications. Ideal schemes and routing of DWSN should have the features below: both query-driven data gathering and event-driven data gathering should be supported; overhead of communication and computation for building routing should be small or does not exist; latency should be short; and reliability should be strong.
Current research trend in DWSN can be concluded based on the analysis of this paper:
(1) Routing doesn't change or just change little. Frequent alteration of routing will leads to that energy is rapidly consumed. That routing doesn't change or just changes little can save energy. In [2] , [3] and [4] , routing alternates frequently, thereby too much energy is consumed in building routing and network lifetime is shortened notably. In [5] , buffer zone is set thereby routing is stable and needed to be built only once, which notably saves energy for building routing.
(2) Mobile entities which move randomly in network can be utilized in applications which do not ask too much for latency and reliability. For example, sinks are deployed on people, animals or vehicles in [1] and sinks are deployed on vehicles in [6] . In both of the two schemes, data is transmitted in a close distance. Only two hops are needed for transmit data from sensor node to sink in [1] , and only single hop is needed for transmit data from sensor node to sink in [2] . Routings in these two schemes are very simple, no overhead of communication and computation for building routing is needed thereby energy is saved. But in both of these two schemes, latency is long and reliability is weak because of randomicity and uncertainty of movement of their moving entities, and they are only applicable to applications which do not require too much for latency and reliability.
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